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Blender 3D BasicsPackt Publishing, 2012


	When researching in preparation to write this book, we discovered that some Blender users

	try to learn Blender three times and give up twice before they become comfortable with

	Blender's effective, if unusual, interface. The editors at Packt and I decided that this was a

	problem that could be solved. The answer is to explain...
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3D Printing with Autodesk 123D, Tinkercad, and MakerBot (Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2014

	Master the art of 3D printing with step-by-step tutorials and DIY projects


	Are you ready to join the new industrial revolution? 3D Printing with Autodesk 123D, Tinkercad, and MakerBot reveals how to turn your ideas into physical products that you can use or sell! You'll learn how to operate powerful, free...
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J2EE Professional ProjectsPremier Press, 2002
Use Java 2 Enterprise Edition to accomplish real-world, professional tasks. Incorporating three hands-on projects, J2EE Professional Projects is your key to unlocking the power of J2EE. Each project focuses on a specific concept and is based on a real-world situation. Using the projects as your guide, you will create a chat application, create an...
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2004: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2004
Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. Introducing first principles and the creation of 2D technical drawings, the author goes on to demonstrate construction of 3D solid model drawings and rendering of 3D models. Worked examples...
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Panoramic Radiology: Seminars on Maxillofacial Imaging and InterpretationSpringer, 2007
During a Chicago Midwinter Dental meeting some years ago, I was asked by representatives from Panoramic Corporation to recommend a good general textbook on panoramic radiography. I was informed there is a great deal of interest within the dental profession in obtaining clinically relevant information on how to achieve the maximum diagnostic yield...
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Adobe Photoshop for Underwater PhotographersAmherst Media, 2006

	In a matter of a few short years, the underwater digital camera went from a novelty item to the predominant method for taking underwater pictures. Never before has a technology advanced so rapidly. Thanks to digital, though, underwater  photography has evolved into a shootto-edit process. Rather than having to get each image just right...
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Apple Training Series: GarageBand 09Peachpit Press, 2009

	Whether you’re an accomplished musician or a student, GarageBand is the most rewarding way to  create, perform, and record your own music. In the only Apple-certified guide to GarageBand, composer Mary Plummer starts by teaching you the interface and basic recording techniques and moves on to arranging a song, editing and mixing...
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Cutting Rhythms: Shaping the Film EditFocal Press, 2009
Cutting Rhythms is about rhythm in film editing. It begins with the question, 'What can be said about the shaping of a film's rhythm in editing beyond 'it's intuitive'?' This question leads to an in-depth study of editors' rhythmic creativity and intuition, the processes and tools editors work through to shape rhythms, and the functions of...
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Windows 7 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The perfect plain-English guide to the much-anticipated release of Windows 7

Windows For Dummies is the all-time bestselling guide to the Windows operating system. Windows 7 For Dummies answers all your questions about the interface adjustments and all the new tools in Windows 7.      

Whether you're new to...
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MacMost.com Guide to Switching to the MacQue, 2009
MacMost.com Guide to Switching to the Mac

 

Switching to the Mac? Awesome! You’ve got company—lots of it! And with this book, you’ve got help, too... all the help you’ll ever need!

 

...
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Head First WordPress: A Brain-Friendly Guide to Creating Your Own Custom WordPress BlogO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Whether you're promoting your business or writing about your travel adventures, Head First WordPress will teach you not only how to make your blog look unique and attention-grabbing, but also how to take advantage of WordPress platform's more complex features to make your website work well, too.

		
...
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The Official Joomla! Book (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Official Joomla! Book is the authoritative and comprehensive Joomla! reference for every administrator, developer, designer, and content manager. Distilling the unsurpassed experience of two long-time Joomla! contributors, it teaches exactly what you need to know, through practical example sites and crystal-clear...
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